FAREWELL
YEAR
10!

Thank you mr Crowe and Miss Gibbs!
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From the Principal
Dear Parents and Carers,
The last few weeks have been extremely busy here at CHS.
Thank you to everyone who completed the recent School Satisfaction and Climate
Survey. The results from this survey are used to help the school identify areas of
strength and places to bolster and support our school and community.
This year we had a large number of responses to the survey: 742 students, 212
parents, and 76 members of staff. Participants were asked about many questions
around wellbeing, school values, engagement, and much more.

Diary Dates:
23 November

Year 6
Information Night
5:30-7:30

25 November

Swimming
Carnival

28 November

Pupil Free Day

29 November

Year 10 Reports
Emailed

30 November,
1 December

Year 10 Activity
Days

1 December

School Captain
votes

2 December

Year 10 farewell
assembly and
brunch

5 December

House Captain
votes

7 December

Year 10
Graduation

8 December

Presentation
Assembly

9 December

Year 9
Leadership Day

9 December

Year 7
Immunisations

12 December

Activities Day

There were a lot of great results from the SSCS and many things for the school to
celebrate. We had an above average number of people (compared to high schools
across Canberra) who responded strongly to feeling a sense of belonging and
connection to the school. Students, parents and staff also felt students were learning
well in school and had high expectations of their learning. There was also a very high
response that student achievement is being celebrated across the school.

We will continue to unpack our results and plan to host a number of student lead focus
groups to get their take on the results and how we can continue to improve at
Canberra High School. A similar process will be done through the P&C for our parents.

In week 4 we finally were able to host our Arts and Technology Showcase which
we had not held since 2019. The night was a wonderful display of our students’
creative talents across the areas of arts, technology and STEM. The drama
production class performed two self-writtenplays during the evening and I was
extremely proud of the students involved in the class. Not only were the
performances outstanding but the humour and thought behind the writing of them
was evident. These students also performed for our local primary schools of
Macquarie and Aranda.
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Principal Continued
The senior and Jazz band were outstanding as always and our solo performers are to be commended on the fabulous
pieces they shared with us. We are certainly lucky to have so many talented students amongst our community.
The works that were displayed by our students across all areas were breathtaking and certainly made it difficult to decide
winners. It would be remiss of me not to also mention all the teachers involved with this evening which are many but in
particular Andrew Kay, Tim Hartgers, Steve Crispin, Holly Britton, Elissa Campbell, James Czarny and Peggy Halas who
had crucial roles to ensure the evening went smoothly and was the celebration that it was. I would also like to thank the
P&C for their support with the lovely BBQ that was on offer and also Tinker Tailor for the donation of the delicious
brownies. Kellie Brazier also had the school coffee cart out and with the help of hospitality students was serving delicious
hot drinks for our parents. Kellies class also provided a wonderful array of hors d’oeuvres.
The winning house for the cross country was announced in week 3 and it was certainly one of those reveals that had the
students guessing each time. In the end the house that won was not the house who had the most age champions but it
was the house that had the most participants, particularly in the walking category. Congratulations to Gowrie House who
took out the cross country champion trophy.
Recently our students have been involved in teacher vs student games at lunchtimes. There have been tough
competitions and whilst in the final game there was only a point in it the teachers did maintain the lead, making them the
winners of the teachers v’s house captains games. This week we kicked off the CHS world cup futsal cup. We will keep
you updated with who will be the winning country but a big thank you to Jace Iemma for organising both of these
community events for our students and staff.
Our Remembrance Day assembly was a wonderful tribute in commemorating those that have given their lives for our
country. The year 9 history students and Mr Daniel Gordon are to be commended for hosting such a moving and powerful
service.
In week 7 we will host our year 6 information evening for our prospective students who will be joining us next year.
Hopefully the evening will reassure and answer any questions parents have about year 7. The P&C are also providing a
welcome BBQ from 5:30 so families can have an opportunity to meet with each other. The information presentation will
commence at 6:30.
Currently Melissa and myself have been meeting with students from our year 9 LEAD group who have shown an interest
in running for school captain. I would like to acknowledge those students who have been going through this process and I
am looking forward to seeing the results of the captain votes which will occur in week 8.
This week Ms Gilly and I had the pleasure of participating in the final of the Young Chef challenge against year 9 and 10
students. There were fabulous dishes on display and the students were to be commended. A big thank you to Kellie
Brazier and Angela Gaskin for allowing us to be a part of such an extraordinary event.
I wanted to take a moment to acknowledge the number of positive incidents that have been recorded by teachers as a
result of our students displaying the CARES values. Some have received points because they are consistently in uniform
and some have received points because they have contributed to the school community in some way, helping out at
events, participating in activities and trying out for sport teams. ACE classes have received recognition when they have
all been on time and in uniform. Individuals and classes have been acknowledged for trying their best, working
collaboratively or taking risks. These positive contributions to their house points but also highlight our CARES values.
The current house points are shown on the following page.
Thank you for your continued support.

Parent School Board
Representatives;
Daniel Stewart
Fern Hyde
Valessa Basic
P&C President:
Scott Kennewell
president@chs pandc asn.au

Samara Chisholm
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House Points
DENMAN

3,528
LYONS

3,227
GOWRIE

3,206
FISHER

3,051

Insurance and Ambulance Transport
The ACT Education and Training Directorate does not provide any insurance cover for injury, disease or illness to
students resulting from school activities or school-organised excursions. Claims for compensation are met where
there is a legal liability to do so. Liability is not automatic and depends on the circumstances in which any injury,
disease or illness was sustained.
As there is no automatic insurance cover for personal injury if your child is injured at school or during a school
organised activity/excursion you should therefore consider whether taking out personal insurance cover for your
child is warranted.
This insurance might cover contingencies including medical/hospital expenses, ambulance transport outside the
ACT, and cancellation of transport/accommodation or loss of/damage to luggage.
The ACT Ambulance Service provides free ambulance transport for students who are injured or suddenly become ill
at school or during an approved school organised activity within the ACT.

Interact News
Canberra High School Interact Club are raising money in association with
Rotary International, to support Ukrainian refugees here in Australia. These
seed packs have been assembled by student volunteers and when
purchasing one, you will be directly benefiting those in need. Your
donation of $2 per pack is greatly appreciated.

P&C News
It’s officially cherry season and we have wonderful news! The awesome
Canberra High School P&C are currently in the midst of organising this
year’s Cherry Drive. Cherries will be available for pick-up from Canberra
High School on the 30th of November. See the ad on the next page for
more details.
Canberra Southern Cross Club
Did you know when you dine at the Canberra Southern Cross Club (Jamison, Tuggeranong, Woden or the Yacht Club
Yarralumla), 7.5% of your meal and beverage value can be donated back to Canberra High School P&C?
Connect your membership card to our school at a local Club, or use this link to sign up online:
https://csccmarketing.wufoo.com/forms/zdxib9k0ti0h33/
Entertainment Book
Entertainment Book memberships provide a range of offers on gift cards, dining, shopping, travel and more. When you buy
through this link CHS P&C receives $14 from each book: https://www.entertainment.com.au/orderbooks/23g665

School Youth Health Nurse
Hi, I’m Laura the School Youth Health Nurse. I’m in Student
Services on Mondays and Thursdays and available to
support all students. Some specific things I can talk to
students about include sexual health, menstruation, drugs
and alcohol, school/home concerns and general health and
wellbeing. Please feel free to get in contact with me if you
have any questions or concerns. You can book in to see me
by scanning the QR code and sending a text or email or
students are welcome to drop by my office to book an
appointment.
Thanks, Laura Jermyn

Laura.jermyn@act.gov.au

CHS Cycling Success
Congratulations to Steve Crispin for his results at the Auscycling Junior and Masters National Championships. Mr Crispin
came away with a 1st in the Time Trial, 4th in the Crits and a 2nd in the Road Race. Fantastic results, making him the overall
Champion in Masters 5!
There were also a number of Canberra High students competing in the event. Hannah Pettet, Amelie Burrell and Darcy
Henwood rode really well in very strong fields and should be very proud of their efforts.
Hannah was 22nd in the Time Trial Under 15 Women
Darcy was 25th in the Time Trial and 21st in the road race. Under 15 Women
Neither of them had a time trial bike, which makes their result very impressive.
Amelie was 11th in the under 17 Womens

P&C News
Could you possibly just put in a line about the cherry drive coming soon,
and will be available for pick up on November 30.

5 ways to support your child during peak
assessment time

Term 4
2. Stay positive at all times: It’s
1. Help with time management: Assessment time

can seem overwhelming to them so you can help
break it down into manageable study chunks. Sit
down with them and work out a realistic study
schedule. A good study schedule should cater to
the way your child likes to work. For instance, do
they get more value studying in intense short spurts
rather than a one-hour block?
There should be clear goals for each block of
study. Having a rewards system may help too. It’s
also important to schedule relaxation and fun
activities. Let your child lead it, it’s their timetable
after all, and it has to work for them.

3. Encourage a healthy lifestyle:
A healthy lifestyle is important for
many reasons. Eating and sleeping
well and staying fit are beneficial for
your body.

4. Steer them from distractions:
Phones, computers and gaming
devices are bad distractions that will
make your child lose focus. You don’t
have to eradicate them completely,
but take them out of the study
schedule and use them as rewards
instead.

important that your child doesn't
feel pressured. Where possible,
try and use positive language
and gestures.

Use positive expressions or
phrases that convey
encouragement and being
non-judgmental. For example,
“How can I help with your study
today?” This will help steer your
child to the right paths through
uplifting and constructive
expressions and giving them
control of their own situation.

5. Be calm and help deal with stress:
As a parent you can create a calm
environment at home that will help reduce
their anxiety. You can help turn their
bedroom into a neat, tidy space that they
feel comfortable and relaxed working in.
Other techniques include breathing
exercises which calm and dissipate
stress, or muscle relaxation.

ARTIST OF THE MONTH

Our Artists of the Month students are Year 10 student Lene Shaw, Year 9 student Afryna Yarbakhsh,
Year 8 student Hannah Weston and Year 7 students Sabrina Guenther-Evans and Ben Philipse.
Congratulations to these students.

Hannah Weston Yr 8
Lene Shaw Yr10

Ben Philipse Yr 7
Sabrina Guenther-Evans
Yr 7

School Captain’s Farewell
The time we spent at Canberra high school has brought a wide variety of fond memories
and highlights. From our very first days as a year 7 student, to our current time as year
10s, every year has had something significant that will stay with us as a cohort.
Over these years we’ve laughed, we’ve smiled, made some memories and friends but
most importantly we’ve faced challenges. At times it’s been hard, something got in our
way that has stopped us from going forward. Lots of assignments, troubles with friends
and Covid just to name a few. Even so, we stayed strong. We’re all still here at the finish
line getting ready to move into the next stages of our lives where there are many more
challenges to overcome, some of which may be familiar and others not so much. But
we’ve done it once before so who’s to say we can't do it again.
Throughout our four years at Canberra High School, we have been guided, supported
and motivated by the teachers who surround us. They have taken the time to ask us
about our day, spent their own time helping us through academic and personal
challenges, and provided us with care and understanding when we needed it most. We
would like to extended a big thank you to every teacher who helped shaped each
student into the person they are today. And a MASSIVE thank you to our amazing Year
Coordinators, Ms Gibbs and Mr Crowe. They have worked tirelessly to ensure events
run smoothly, and that each student feels supported at this school. We will miss you
greatly and wish you all the best in life. Thank you for giving us so much love,
confidence and understanding. We love you.
It is going to be extremely difficult to say goodbye and move onto new opportunities. But
if these teachers have taught us anything, it is you have to push yourself in life. Good
luck to everyone at Canberra High School, and we wish you all the best for the future.
We know we are leaving the school in fantastic hands.
That’s all from us,
The School Captains

LEAD News
The Canberra High LEAD team for 2023 have already been hard at work preparing for the incoming Year 7’s. On
Tuesday the 1st of November we all met the year sixes from Macquarie and Aranda Primary and took them on a tour
around the bottom floor of the school, before they enjoyed the school drama production. ‘It was nice to see and meet
new faces that would soon become familiar’ - Poppy P. They met many of the teachers from technology and science
and also got to watch the year 9/10 drama productions.
On Monday in Week 5, the LEAD team went out to Birrigai on a day trip, which was an eye-opening experience for
many of us. Through team-building exercises and challenges, we learnt how to become better leaders and had many
general life experiences. Highlights were the milk crate stack on the high ropes, which required lots of teamwork and
communication, and the tower building competition which brought out the competitor in all of us. We also had lots of
fun trying to untie ourselves in a brain teaser that took us a long time, and a lot of rolling around, to solve.
Grant, our instructor at Birrigai, taught us some very valuable lessons. ‘Dare to suck’ was the one that Rohan A.
remembered well. He also encouraged us to welcome feedback, and to get comfortable being out of our comfort
zones. We have all enjoyed getting to know each other and developing skills that will help not only us but the school
community.
Coming up we have the Year 6 information and open night where the LEAD students will continue to meet some of
the new faces of the school and their families. Ten candidates for school captain will also give their speeches to the
student body on December 1st, which will be exciting, and we are busy planning for the Year 9 Leadership Day in
Week 9.
Written by Annabelle and Qian
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Go Green!
A Green Team report by Maddie Steinacker

Canberra High School has a range of schoolwide action teams that
encourage student involvement in initiating community changes. One of
the Canberra High School action teams, the Green Team, is an
environmentally friendly group who promote sustainable behaviour,
waste-reducing programs and environmental education.
The Green Team was established in 2019, and over the course of a few
years, they have been able to integrate new systems into the school.
They researched, proposed and implemented a new bin system that
includes a bin for 10c cans, comingled recycling, and landfill waste. To
encourage student engagement in this new bin system, the Green team
also assembled a house challenge. They have introduced four bins,
each corresponding to a house group, where points are awarded for
each 10c bottle or can deposited. These bottles and cans are then
deposited in the Return and Earn container deposit scheme, where all
the funds raised go towards the Year 10 formal. This idea, to boost
student engagement was a success, with over $4,000 raised! You can
read more about this bin system in Hercanberra, where it was featured!
Green Team also plays a vital role in the promotion of sustainable
schoolwide events. This year Canberra High School participated in a
Plastic-free Picnic, a campaign run by Plastic Oceans Australasia. This
educational event helped Year 7 students think about what foods and
packaging they are bringing to school, and how they can assess their
own waste management to make improvements. Alongside this event,
the Green Team was also in charge of Clean Up Schools Day. Students
from each year group were encouraged to spend some time in the
playground to clean up the school and identify where the largest
sources of waste were. After this event was complete, the Green Team
completed a waste audit to analyse what waste was most frequently
found, and what they can do to further improve Canberra High School’s
waste management.

Green Goals
As the year is coming to an end, the Green Team has one
more main focus for the year. They are creating a video for
the Oceans in Motion Film Competition. The video will
explain what the Green Team has done to mitigate plastic
waste at the school, and how they will maintain, and further
improve their systems to eliminate plastic waste. The Oceans
in Motion Film Competition is an official Ocean Decade
Activity endorsed by the United Nations Educational
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). We wish
them luck and encourage all students to Go Green!

Youth Support Update

Mr Paul Simmons

Youth Worker update – Term 4 – 2022
To help contribute to the school beautification process we were lucky enough to
receive a special donation of plants from the Belconnen Bunnings Warehouse.
Verdelle Townsend, Bunnings Belconnen Activities organiser, put together a generous
array of plants including Kangaroo Paw, Hebe, Acacia, Geranium, Liriope, Banksia
and a few other variants, and with the help of James from the Year 10 cohort plus a
few other last minute student helpers, the plants were laid out and planted around the
garden feature in the Inner Quad of the school.
The students did a great job and once the garden is settled and stable, plans are
underway to look at making over the surrounding retaining wall area of the garden to
help lift the overall appearance of the Inner Quad area. A big thank you goes out to
Verdelle at Bunnings for donating the plants and James and the other students who
helped lay out and plant all the plants.
Paul Simmons
Youth Support worker

Youth Support Update

Mr Paul Simmons

Rotary Youth Program for Enrichment (RYPEN)
Recently, our school was invited to provide 2 students to participate in the “Rotary Youth Program of
Enrichment” (RYPEN). Rypen is a challenging weekend for year 9 students who show a positive and caring
attitude in everyday life. RYPEN is a great opportunity for participants to boost their own self confidence and
esteem, with the principal aim of communicating a series of ideas, discuss social issues and run a series of
challenging team-building activities that will assist the participants in developing communication and life skills.
This year Akeer Biar Ngang and Bella Gray, both from year 9, were able to represent our school and have
written the following summary of their experience:
“From the 11th to the 13th of November, “Rotary International” held an event called the Rotary Youth Program
for Enrichment (RYPEN). We had the opportunity to go and be a part of this program as well as 60 other
students from around NSW, who were also in year 9. This year it was held at the Borambola Sport &
Recreational Camp, near Wagga Wagga. This opportunity was amazing, and it was one of the best weekends
we have had. Going into the camp we were both nervous and scared, but also excited. We had no idea what
we were expecting going into this.
During this camp we had multiple local speakers coming in to talk to us about a whole range of things. We
also did some activities but unfortunately, some were rained out, but were replaced with fun things. Some of
the activities that we did were, “Minute to win it”, making a “Rube Goldberg” machine, a theatre workshop
which included us doing group improvisation in front of everyone. By the end of the camp neither of us wanted
to leave, like everyone else, because we made a lot of friends during that time who we needed to part ways
with.”
Thankyou Akeer and Bella for being wonderful representatives of our school and Rotary International for
funding and providing this opportunity, we look forward to this opportunity being made available to the school
again in the future.
Paul Simmons
CHS Youth Support Worker

SPRINGFEST
“HOLY GUACAMOLE!
I just watched over 60 minutes of the most talented, confident and funny young
people I have EVER had the pleasure to see in one place!
And that is not even mentioning the teacher band who knocked it out of the park
with ‘Valerie’.
Thank you so much to the organisers of Springfest – another wonderful CHS
tradition that we haven’t been able to enjoy in such a long time.”
Ms Beattie

SPRINGFEST

Trans Awareness Week

Why is it that we are so attached to our phones?
People have been living without them
for centuries yet checking it is the first
thing we do when we wake up and the
last thing we do when we go to bed.
This addiction seems to be reaching
younger and younger people due to
how popularised and normal it is, but is
it such a good thing that children and
teenagers are growing up with being
able to live without the absence of
screentime?

From a teenager’s perspective, I and
almost all of my friends have the desire to
constantly have our phone around whether it be just to play music,
background noise or just for a sense of
comfort. Although using the media is a
good way to socialise in some cases,
many people tend to still be checking
their phones when they're surrounded by
people. With the common use of social
media apps, they can also be negative as
they create people to be hyper-aware of
how they look, even from a very young
age.

The recently popular social media app
TikTok has only pushed the idea of very
specific beauty standards. The app
provides different filters and trends for
users to see if they’re subjectively
‘pretty’. These filters are able to make
you look both realistically and
attainably pretty which can ultimately
be more harmful. The app has many
trends that make people form new
insecurities through these filters. An
example of this is the inverted filter
which shows the symmetry in your
face. Things like this people don’t take
note of, but once there is a trend on
TikTok or other apps like Snapchat or
Instagram, the effects that it can have
on young people can be irreversible.
Report by Tiara S. Yr 10

Science News

Science News!
Year 7 Science Excursion

Year
7 ofExcursion!
On Monday
Week 6, 100 year 7 students braved the windy weather to visit the
National Botanic Gardens and the CSIRO Discovery Centre at Black Mountain.
Thankfully, the weather
stayed mostly dry and students were able to explore the
Student/teacher
paragraph
gardens, reinforcing classroom learning of classification and ecosystems. From there,
it was a short stroll to the Discovery Centre where Anke-Maria Hoefer from Frogwatch
wowed students with the finer points of frog lifestyles, habitats and behaviours. To
wrap up the day, students spent time investigating the exhibits of the Discovery
Centre - learning about the wide-ranging work that continues to make CSIRO famous.
All in all a great day at two of Canberra’s stellar science venues.

Report by Sammi, Issy and bella

Report by Maddie, Ollie and Mim

HaSS News

Report by Maddie S, Mim S & Ollie D

Remembrance Day Assembly
On the 11th of November,
Canberra High School held a
Remembrance Day assembly to
commemorate Australian soldiers
who have fought for our country.
There was a musical performance
of I Was Only 19 by Year 10
student Zara Brown, and the Last
Post was performed by Year 10
student Lucy Yang-Tobler.
We were fortunate to have guest
speaker Air Commodore Bill
Hayden to recount his experiences
in the Australian Defence Force.
Students were moved by his
experiences and found his
perspective of the RAAF to be
insightful and educational.
The script for this year’s ceremony
featured information from the
Pacific War of World War II, as this
year marked the 80th anniversary
of the Kokoda Trail. It also drew
attention to the role of Indigenous
people during the war, and on the
impact it had for the Indigenous
community. We would like to
extend a big thank you to
Mr Gordon for organising the script
for this year’s event.

History Challenge!
Earlier this year several students competed in the History
Challenge. This is an Australia-wide competition where
students can be creative in their responses to a historical
theme. This year the theme was ‘changes and consequences’.
We had a number of students compete: Laneah Kikkert, Suvir
Srivastava, Tommy Burrows, James Calwell, Shubhav Yemmireddy,
Hugh Writer, Leroy DeCosta, Declan Bidwell, Hugo Potter, Sage
Molochanoff, and Daphane Fu. These students created art works,
videos, and web sites. Not a single essay among them which is a
wonderful thing to see! Essays are permitted in the competition, but
our students chose to express their ideas in creative ways and this
led to a range of wonderful pieces of work. All these students
received a Bronze Award. We had one student, Afryna Yarbakshs,
who made it through to the next round and received a Silver Award.
Looking forward to the wonderful submissions next year!

Fast Fashion - What does it really mean?

ReportER GRACE LARSEN

The term ‘fast fashion’ is one you may have been hearing a lot recently, however, do
you really know what it means? I will break down what fast fashion really is, who is
impacted by it, and why you should care.

What you can do -

Fast fashion - a definition
The website goodonyou.eco defines fast fashion as
“cheap, trendy clothing that samples ideas from the
catwalk or celebrity culture and turns them into garments
in High Street stores at breakneck speed to meet
consumer demand.” Before the rise of fast fashion, you
had to source your own materials to produce clothes. Due
to the industrial revolution and the invention of the sewing
machine, clothes became cheaper and quicker to make,
and clothes makers could start to target the middle class.
The rise of fast fashion really took off in the late 90s and
2000s, when brands such as Zara and H&M took over the
market, as did many online retailers.

-

-

Think consciously about
what you are buying,
what can I wear this with?
Will you still like this a
year from now?
Buy less!
Look after your clothes
Consider more eco
friendly options, such as
shopping second hand.

“Buy less, choose well,
make it last” - Vivienne
Westwood

How to spot fast fashion
-

-

Thousands of regular
changing styles - often
extremely trendy
Low-quality materials
Low quantity of stock, more
pressure on the consumer to
buy now

Why is fast fashion so bad?
Fast fashion has negative impacts on the
environment, communities and consumers. When
there is such a high demand for fashionable styles,
corporations disregard environmental
considerations chasing higher profits. Toxic dyes
are used to produce these garments, as well as
polyester, a cheap synthetic fabric derived from
fossil fuels that also sheds microplastics into
waterways, contributing to the plastic in the
oceans.

What do you Like
to do for
fun?
I love to run aroun
d the yard, for
exercise because
it keeps me fit
and healthy and I
get lots of
energy from it. I a
lso like to sleep
and eat.

What’s your favourite food?
Meatballs and pasta are my 2
favourite foods because meatballs
have an appetising taste and I like
pasta because it’s tasty and it
tastes properly cooked and well
made.

What is yo
ur favourite
thing
to do on th
e weekend
?
I like to g

o for a walk
to the park
sometimes
but
I don’t get
to go
because of
the rain an
d sometime
Queenie is
s
out of the h
ouse.

What tricks can you do?
I can dance, I can sit when I get told
to sit, sit up like a frog, I can also
jump and I can run superfast!

Meet mr Jack
By Queenie Palen

What things do you not like?
Cats really annoy me and when they get
too close to me I chase them away or growl
at them so that they run away. The cats
think they’re boss but I’ll show them who’s
boss.

indoors or
e
th
e
k
li
u
o
y
o
D
the outdoors?
ide but

e to go ins
Sometimes I lik
dI
e fun as well an
outdoors can b
when I see the
like to go inside
g opened.
back door bein

Do you always stay at home
or do you leave the house?
I’m mostly bored at home but
sometimes I’m cheeky and I open
the back gate to go on an adventure
but I always come back home.

Sh
a
hav ll we
dan e this
ce?

t

SHOWCASE AD

Poster by Ebony

Maths News
Maths Olympiad
The Mathematics Faculty would like to say a huge congratulations
to Yanfu Fan and Tanush Veludandi who competed in this year’s
AMT Intermediate Mathematics Olympiad, and both achieved a
Distinction.
The Intermediate Mathematics Olympiad is a 4 hour contest
designed to stretch the maths abilities of students. They
answered questions ranging from geometry and number theory to
some heavy algebraic and problem solving work. You can see
some previous question papers here:
https://www.amt.edu.au/department/past-papers
Well done Tanush and Yanfu!! What a great achievement.

Term Tests
As we near the end of the term students will begin working
towards their Maths Term Tests in Week 7.
Remember that there is lots of revision material available on
Mathspace and your year group learning hub. Make sure to check
in with your teacher for any help, support, or extension work that
you might need to prepare.
Year 7: bit.ly/CHSmathsyr7
Year 8: bit.ly/CHSmathsYr8 (Watch out for the capital Y)
Year 9: bit.ly/CHSmathsyr9
These links are also on your Google Classroom pages.

News
Ms Pellow’s year 8 class has
been reading and studying a
new book called ‘Us Mob
Walawurru’ by David Spillman
and Lisa Wilyuka. In week 4
we were super lucky to have
the chance to speak to one of
the co-authors, David
Spillman. We created a list of
questions to ask him, about
the novel and his writing
process. He was very
generous with his time and
shared insights into the years
he spent with communities in
Central Australia, where he
got a lot of the inspiration for
his book. We all learnt a lot
through this author chat!

MENTAL HEALTH AMBASSADOR UPDATE
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Being A

earner driver

Report by charli lalor
Calling all drivers! This story is for you. But it’s also for all the people who will
one day be getting their learner licence and learning to drive (which I assume
is most people). Driving can be daunting…scary even. It is a massive
responsibility to put your life and the lives of others in your hands. But hey, it's
also an amazing experience that can be very rewarding and enjoyable. Now,
everyone has a different experience as a learner driver, so I thought I would go
and interview some people to see what their driving experiences are, and what
their number one piece of advice for new learners would be.
Mr Kay’s learner driving experience:
“When I went to get my licence back in the day, you had to
go to the police station, and one of the police would drive
around the block with you. All the boys in the footy club
Aurelia’s experience: “My
had to do one lap of the block, but I wasn’t
parents really chucked me in
part of the club so I had to do two. I also recently got
the deep end, my second week
my firetruck licence! It was like doing my car licence
of driving I drove to Sydney,
all over again, just in a firetruck. I had to do the test
which was very scary. I did it
with the instructor giving me unnerving looks.
though, and now I drive there a
I even had to parallel park the firetruck!”
lot.”
Mr Kay’s top tip for learner drivers: “practise, practise,
Aurelia’s top tip: “Go as slow as
you want - don’t be pressured to practise!”
go fast just because everyone
else is.”

Jackson’s experience: “I
had a guy yell at me from
inside his car because I
waited at an intersection
for it to be safe. I didn’t let
him pressure me though.”
Top tip: “chill out bro.”

Finally, here is my experience as a learner
driver. I began learning on an automatic
car, but moved into learning manual too. Manual was very
scary at first, so much so that I avoided driving manual. But,
after more practice I have realised that it is so worth it!
Automatic seems so boring to drive after driving a manual. It
is so much fun! While at first I found that stalling (the engine
stopping after taking your foot off the clutch too early) was
quite stressful and embarrassing. This was especially so at
traffic lights, and that is where you learn lots of drivers aren’t
very patient or tolerant of learners. I have learned to not
care what other drivers think and just focus on what I need
to do. I highly recommend learning a manual car - you
never know when you might need it!

Reasons to drive a
manual car:
1. If you are stranded and the
only thing you can find is a
manual car - you’ll know how to
drive it!
2. Cars in other countries may be
. manual
3. If you know manual
then you already
know auto

Tip - the steering wheel isn’t as sensitive as
you may think! It sometimes takes multiple
turns of the wheel to do a 90 degree turn!

Sailing into Success

On the 29th/30th of October year 7 Dexter Swinsburg competed in the ACT Optimist
Championship at the Canberra Yacht Club. He did an amazing job and placed 5th
overall out of 32. Other competitors came from NSW, VIC, SA, and the ACT. Some of
his competitors were from the Australian Optimist Sailing Team. Dexter will go to
Sydney to compete in the Summer Optimist Regatta and then the Australian
Championships over a whole week in January.
Dexter has been sailing for four years and doesn’t see himself quitting any time soon.
He first got into sailing when his dad took him out and he enjoyed it enough that he
decided he wanted to compete. Dexter likes the competitiveness of sailing.

Written by Jake King

SHAPE NewsReport BY Ava and Charli
The Canberra High basketball teams went to the Northside
championships over the last couple of weeks. The boys went out on the
31st of October and the girls on the 7th of November. A big win from the
7/8 boys team - beating Belconnen High in the final 22 to 13. They will
go on to play in the ACT finals day on Tuesday the 22nd of November
against the Southside finalists - Alfred Deakin and
Lanyon High.
There were two 9/10 boys teams, the first one winning all
the games in their pool but unlucky in the cross-over
quarter final as they lost by 3 points to Gold Creek, coming
third overall. The other 9/10 team unfortunately lost all their
games, but they had a good day of competition.
The 9/10 girls came 3rd and the 7/8 girls 4th overall. They
had a great day and played some amazing basketball,
making our school proud.

Congratulations to Ella Hogg who has had some great achievements. She placed 1st in the 2022 ACT
School Athletics Championships for the Discus (30.35m) and Javelin (29.20m) - both personal bests. She
placed 4th in the Hammer selection throwing 31.89m.
From these results Ella has been selected for Javelin, Discus and Hammer in
the ACT Schools Athletics Team to compete in Adelaide in early December.
Ella has also already met the qualifying distance for hammer for the 2023
National Athletics Championships to be held in Brisbane in April.
In the last school holidays Ella travelled with the ACT State School
Orienteering Team to compete at the National School Orienteering Carnival
and the National Carnival in Victoria. This was her first time as part of the
schools team (Covid affecting 2020 and 2021). Ella ran in the Junior Girls
division and placed 33rd in the National School Sprint Championships, 24th in
the National Schools Long Distance Championships and 4th (with her team) in
the National Schools Relay Championships.

SHAPE NewsReport BY Ava and Charli
Over the past two weeks, house captains at Canberra High have been battling it out
against the teachers to see who will win the first annual House Captains vs
Teachers. After the first 4 sports, the competition was tied with the teachers having
won basketball and hockey while the house captains conquered netball and
volleyball. The final sport, tchoukball, was played on Thursday of last week. It was an
extremely close game with the teachers coming out on top - only one point higher
than the house captains. It was a lot of fun to participate in and the atmosphere was
absolutely incredible! Good luck to the house captains next year.

The Senior Girls Touch
Football Team recently
played in the ACT finals.
They came 3rd overall in the
ACT. Well done girls!

The Inside Scoop - What’s it Really Like
Being a House Captain at Canberra High?

Report BY Ava Buckmaster

Once again the end of the year is rolling around and with
that, new house captains must be elected. So, what is it
really like being a house captain at Canberra High and
what have our captains from this year enjoyed the most
about their time in this position?
With a slow start to the year due to the postponed
swimming carnival, Canberra High’s house captains
finally got their first chance to shine at the start of term 3,
Battle of the Houses. There were many sporting and
other activities putting each house up against one
another. The house captains went out of their way to
encourage and support each and every year group as
well as having fun participating themselves.
The athletics carnival took place in week 4 of term 3 and
gave us house captains many opportunities to lead our
houses in events and chants. As this was our first sports
carnival of the year, it was an extremely exciting and
energetic day despite the rain! “It was really fun and I
had a great time leading Denman” (Perry K)
The second major carnival, the cross country, was yet
another occasion house captains had an amazing time
leading their houses. Not only were we able to have a
fun morning walking to the Woolshed, but we also were
able to run activities after everyone had arrived. Overall,
the day was a great success and we house captains
were extremely proud of our efforts.

Finally, the first annual Teachers vs
House Captains started this term
and gave us captains an opportunity
to work together in defeating the
teachers. Although the teachers did
end up triumphant, the 5 lunchtimes
spent competing were 100% worth
it. “I really enjoyed the atmosphere
and how competitive it was”. (TiaB)

Overall, being a house captain at Canberra High is an incredible experience and I would
highly recommend running for this role to any year 9 students looking for an opportunity to
show leadership and have some fun!

Poster by Ebony

Arts and Technology Showcase
On Wednesday 2 November, Canberra High School presented the Annual Arts and Technology Showcase. It is
hard to believe that we have not been able to host a Showcase since 2019 due to the pandemic. The students put
on an amazing demonstration of their work from the past year, from all areas of the faculties. A bumper crowd
enjoyed looking at the static displays, before hearing some outstanding music performed and seeing some
entertaining films. The culmination of the evening was the presentation of the two Drama Productions. Full credit
to the students who wrote, produced and performed in these outstanding plays. A huge shout-out to all the staff
who came along on the night to help out, you made the event possible, along with the dedicated teachers who
have provided the opportunities within their classes for these students to shine.

Media Arts - Digital Photography

Tech News

Brick Laying

Some of our classes have recently been learning about laying bricks in technology with
the help of Mr Phyland.
There are 3 main steps they need to learn for brick laying in terms of preparing the brick
and placing it.

●

1st you must lay the bed of the brick. This is
preparing the spot where you’re going to place the
brick(s) with mortar or “mud”.

●

Second you must prepare the brick with the mud.
To do this you need to get mud on your trowel by
getting a small pancake sized amount and scraping
the mud “down, back, forward” on 3 sides of each
end.

●

And finally you get to lay the brick. Laying it needs
it to be in line with the string indicator and the rest
of the bricks. By slightly tapping the brick you can
delicately adjust the position of the brick.

1 Equal

Young Chefs
Cooking Competition Final - Semester 2, 2022

Equal

1

Congratulations to the top six teams that were involved with
the Young Chefs cooking competition final in Week 5 this
term. For the competition, teams consisted of 3-4 students
and they were required to create a two-course meal, sticking
to particular guidelines, including a budget and ensuring a
good match of flavour between the courses. This competition
formed part of their major assessment. Students were
critiqued by the judges and judged on their technical skills,
taste and overall presentation and taste of their dishes. We
were very lucky to have some celebrity chefs (Mrs Chisholm
& Mrs Gilly) to be involved in the competition. Thank you to
Brenton Mikk and Ana Pasalic who judged the competition. It
was very competitive, with all the dishes being outstanding.
We would like to congratulate the top three winners of the
competition

2

Equal 1st Place:
Lasagne with fresh Greek salad and Tim Tam tart
Equal 1st Place:
Bacon-wrapped pork tenderloin and churros with
chocolate sauce
2nd Place:
Japanese fried chicken with cucumber and
radish salad.
Matcha cookies with white chocolate

Creative Cuisine
As part of this term’s assessment, students in the Year 9/10 Creative Cuisine
classes were required to research, bake and decorate a cake in small groups,
designed around a theme of their choice. Students were able to use fondant or
buttercream icing and some additional edible decorations to create their
masterpiece. Cakes were on display at the Arts and Technology Showcase.
Congratulations to all students on their efforts. The designs were amazing!
Ms Gaskin and Mr Earl
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Music and Band
It’s coming to the super busy time of the year for Music and Band. There are quite a few performances that our
students are involved in, including the Year 6 Information Evening, the inaugural Macquarie Arts Festival, afternoon
concerts to mark the end of the year for 7 and 8 students, Year 10 Farewell Assembly, Year 10 Graduation,
Presentation Assembly, Merit Medal Assemblies and the Summer Winds series with the Instrumental Music Program.
All of this amongst assessment, instrument return and stocktake.
One group of performers at our fantastic Arts and Technology Showcase, were the “Step Into the Limelight”
Performance Gala Featured Artists. These students are from public schools across Canberra and have to undergo a
rigorous audition process. Three of the students from the group were from Canberra High School this year and they
were Jerald Cubarrubia, Lily Nguyen and Lucy Yang-Tobler. Also performing in the two shows were a large number of
students in the Senior Concert Choir, Senior Concert Band, Junior Concert Band and Percussion Ensemble.
Please remember that Band instruments are to be handed in for stocktake as soon as a student has done their final
performance for the year. Students wishing to keep the instrument over the summer holidays still need to have it
processed by us and checked for any repairs needed. When the hire fee for Semester 1 2023 has been paid, students
need to take their receipt to their teacher for the allocation of their instrument.

“Step Into the Limelight” Performance Gala Featured Artists who
performed at Llewellyn Hall on Tuesday 15th November. Included are 3
Canberra High Students - Jerald Cubbarrubia, Lily Nguyen and Lucy
Yang-Tobler, and their director Holly Britton.

Drama Production

Report by Chi N

I felt excited, happy, and joyful
because it was my ﬁrst ever full-on
play and it was nerve wracking, and
hard to remember, and easy to
mess up the lines, but I didn't and
that was worth it.
Zara H

I was very excited to perform our
play, and to see all of our
preparation and hard work come to
life. It was really nice to show
everyone what we had worked
really hard on, and to collaborate
with each other to create
something really special.
Amelia T

It was a great experience to
ﬁnally perform in front of
audiences including the primary
schools, year 7’s and then in front
of our friends, families and
Canberra High community at the
Art and Technology showcase. It
was amazing to see my friends
and have my own ideas come to
life in the form of Six Impossible
Things.
Eilah H

I was excited, mixed with a bit of
scared. I was happy that ﬁnally
we could perform again in 3 years
- due to Covid starting in 2020.
Six Impossible Things was a
great play and everyone was
super nice and supportive
throughout the whole production.
Matilda S

Visual Art
Year 8 Visual Arts
Year 8 Visual Art class just launched their first canvas painting project which has been a
journey of both challenges and achievements. For the majority of the students, acrylic on
canvas appeared to be very professional art medium which may be beyond their levels,
however, after a couple of weeks of in-class practice and drafting, students mastered a range
of techniques and also gained an increased confidence in conveying their artistic ideas
through this new medium. During the next few weeks, students will continue to focus on
improving their brushworks, developing higher level of painting skills as well as their overall
organisational abilities. I am looking forward to their final artworks.
Ms Zheng

Year 9/10 Visual Arts
In Visual Art we have been working on our
student-directed task. This means that we are
creating our own artworks based on our
exploration of other artworks and inspiration.
We are using different materials, including
watercolours, acrylics and drawing, and our
artworks are in all different styles.
Page created by Gurleen & Maia

Ceramics
Year 9 and 10 ceramic students are working toward completing the
final stage of their major projects. After a few days of researching,
brainstorming, drafting, experimenting, and a few weeks of
hand-building, texturing, constant discussions as well as on-going
reflection, most of the senior ceramic students have reached the
most exciting stage of their work, final surface treatment. According
to the designed practical function of their individual ceramic item,
students are making serious considerations on what glazing product
they should use to achieve the maximum result of their designs.
Ceramics is a very unique type of art which is always blended with
both good and bad surprises. Regardless of ultimate outcome after
the glaze firing, the process of making it has definitely been the
most rewarding part which has built better resilience and patience
for these young artists.

9

Ms Zheng
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Media Arts - Digital Photography

Millie
Lucy S Yr 9

Leaning Tiara
Alex L Yr 10

Zara H. Yr 9

Nabila P. Yr 10

Digital Photography students
have been working on a portrait
task inspired by the National
Photographic Portrait Prize at
the National Portrait Gallery.
They each had to produce a
series of portraits based on a
number of themes. The results
were outstanding!

Media Arts - Digital Photography

Sunshine
Alex L Yr 10

Angels Halo
Teagan J Yr 9
Tiara with gold earing
Sol M. Yr 10

William M . Yr 10
Pepper
Teagan J Yr 9

Media Arts - Digital Photography

Tower of hell
Tista G Yr 10

In the dark
Leeah C Yr 10

Deep Thinking
Tiara S Yr 10

Lights, Camera, Action
Tiara S Yr 10
Lights on the Mona Lisa
April T Yr 10

Languages-Mandarin
Report by Chi N

Panda competition award
Congratulations to Rachel Allen for
winning the Panda competition award in
2022. Rachel successfully combined her
Chinese culture knowledge with crafting
skills to make a fabulous necklace. Here
is the explanation for the item.

After doing some research, I found that
both clay and glass were used in making
ancient Chinese jewelry. I used clay to
make the pendant and glass beads for
the necklace. The pendant is reversible.
On one side, I chose the character for
love because I hope and pray everyone
in the world would love each other. On
the other hand, I chose a rat with the
Chinese character for 8. According to
myths, the twelve animals of the Chinese
zodiac were selected through a race, and
the rat came in first. Also, the number 8
is believed to be the luckiest number in
China because it is associated with
wealth.
Rachel Allen Yr 9

Languages-Mandarin
Report by Chi N
ACFS award
Each year the Australia-China Friendship
Society (ACFS) offers awards to the most
proficient and the most improved Mandarin
language students, from a number of high
schools and colleges in the ACT. The
competition aims to encourage students to
continue their interest in learning Mandarin
and in learning about China. In 2022, Liam
Hamilton and Linh Nguyen have been
nominated for these two awards respectively.
Congratulations!
The award winning students and their
families, along with Ms Luyao Wang from
CHS, were invited to attend the presentation
ceremony, which was held at the Centre for
China in the World, ANU on Sunday 30
October.

Ti jianzi award
Mandarin students have been
actively participating in the
shuttlecock kicking (ti jianzi)
activity, sponsored by the
Chinese Network. The year 9/10
classes won the best
collaboration award for their
overall performance,
organization, and creativity. They
shared a huge cake for
celebration. Keep it up!

Languages-French
Report by Chi N.
Students from Canberra High School have
just achieved outstanding success in the
French poetry-speaking competition. The
competition has been held annually for 12
years by the Alliance Française. For each
year group there is a short set poem which
must be learnt by heart, and two finalists per
year are filmed for entry into the
all-Canberra competition.

After a long wait the results were
out: in Year Seven, we had Ethan
Colwell in first place and Francesca
Gilchrist in second place! Jennifer
Du was awarded first place in Year
Eight! The awards were handed out
at a ceremony on 9th November at
the Alliance Francaise.

All students in Mrs Harris’s Year Seven and
Eight French classes learnt the poems a
few lines per lesson as part of their
speaking tasks, and many astonished
themselves by how well they managed this.
Mrs Harris then had the difficult task of
choosing the two finalists from each year.
There were so many excellent
performances to choose from!

Mrs Harris would like to congratulate the
talented and hard-working winners as well
as all the other students who participated
in learning to recite a French poem.

